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server on raspberry pi? I have a raspberry
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connected to the Pi. When I've shut down

the Pi, it has no idea what time it is,
therefore NTP starts to run and seems to
try to synchronize to the internet instead.
How can I make my Pi set its time using
NTP? A: There's a low level NTP daemon

running on the Pi. It looks at its
configuration and then looks for one (or

more) configuration file. /etc/ntp.conf and
/etc/ntp.conf.local Each of those contain

the configuration (the user-specific)
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+\sum\limits_{k=1}^{\infty}a_kf(x,t)^k$
provided that the initial condition has the

form $x(t_0)=x_0$. However, for
problems that are not of the form

$\dot{x}=f(x,t)$, the solution usually
cannot be expressed in the form of a

series $\sum\limits_{k=0}^{\infty}a_k
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